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TRAGEDY AND EPIC IN PLUTARCH'S ALEXANDER 

ACHILLES is the poetic paradigm of a hero, Alexander his real-life counterpart as well as his 
descendant. This idea is a commonplace of all our sources for Alexander's life. There are 
numerous examples of it: Diodorus says at xvii 1.4: 

EV ETECl yap 8c65EKa KaTaC rpCTPE aPEVO S T-TS pEv EipcTrriS OU0K oAiya, Tllv 6E 'Aaiav aXE56V 
aTrraacv EiKoTCos -r TrEplPorTOV oaXE TTV 56tav Kai Trot TraAaiotS 'fpcoIal Kai ipiOEois 
iadsaouaav ... 'AAEavSpos ouiv yEyovcbs Kara Tra-cEpa pev a6' 'HpaK?EouS, Ka-rTa 

prTEpa TC-rOV AixaKIcoV OiKEiaV EaXE T1TV (paJIV Kai TT)V aPET11V T71S TCOV TTpoyOVcov EUSo^ia. 1 

Diodorus xvii 97.3 extends the parallelism to a specific incident: Achilles' fight with Scamander, 
Alexander's lucky escape from drowning.2 Arrian's account of Alexander's landing at Sigeum 
(i II-I2) strongly suggests that Alexander himself encouraged the parallel: 

evala 6 o aTTOV Kai Tlplapdcotl rri TOU PcopOU TOU AiOS TOU 'EPKpEiou AoyoS KaTEXEI, PNIviv 

flpiaiiou TrapalroUipEvov TCAI NEoT-rrToAPov yvEl, 6 8Sl Es avirv KaOIKEV ... oi 8E, OTI Kai 

TOV 'AxlAAScos apa Taxtov EoaTraEvcoaEV' 'HaitcrTicova 8E AEyoucav 6-r TOU -oaTpKAoU TO 

Ta'ov Eao-T'EvaVoaEa Kai EiuaiikloviaEv apa, cbS A6yo, 'AA'tav8poS 'AXiAea ?oT 'OI ilpou 
KfnpUKOS ES TnV T6lTIEta pIVfnflV TVUXE. 

Compare also Diodorus xvii I7.3. The sacrifice is a public act affirming his lineage. 
Plutarch in the de Alexandri Magnifortuna aut virtute (Mor. 327f-328a) makes it clear that 

Alexander's love of Homer was well-known (though for the purposes of his argument he 
subordinates Homer to philosophy here): 

&A&a TOTS [pv ypapouaolv, cos 'AAEXav6poS EPrl TroTE TTrv 'IAdta Kai TTrV '06OSUo'CCav 

aKOAUveIV auiTci -Tfr S aoTpa-rEias Ep6olov, TriaTTvoCpEV, "OUpnpov CTUEViUVOVTES av BE T1S (fl 
'IAiaBa Kai -rTV '06UCaaElav -rrapapieia T'OVOU Kai laTplipV 8TrEceal CxoAfis y)uKEiaS, 

9p65iov 
' 

aATrecS yEyovEval 'rTOv K 9itoao9ias AOyov . . ., KaTappovoUPEV; 

Compare also the Life, 8.2 and 26.2. 
Elsewhere in the treatise there are comparisons of some length between Alexander and a 

number of Homeric heroes: for example 33 icd, which also stresses Alexander's knowledge of 
Homer and his espousal of Homeric ideals: 

Kai I.rlv El TrOTE yEVOITO TCOV 'O0'poU aoUyKpiais ETrCOV EV Tais SlaTpipais i Trapa Ta 

auuTror6aia, a?tkov aXAou Tixov TrrpoKpivovTos, auTroS cbs SlapEpovTra TravTcov EVEKpIVE 
TOU-TOV, 

ap6`OTEpov paciAEUS T' ayaeOS KpaTepoS T aliXP1rTSls 
(II. iii 179; cf. Xen. Mem. iii 2.2) 

Ov aAAoS Erraivov TCOI XPOVCoI TrpoEXa3E, TOUTOV aUTC)l v6O,ov KEiTeal 7AoYi3opevoS, CvOT 
El-rETv 7Oinripov oT-ri -r aCUTCI pETpAoi T1V PEv 'Ayap?vovovs av6payaeiav KEKOOa4iKE, TT1V 6' 

'AAej6vSpou PEP6aVTEUTal. 

1 
Cf. Plut. Alex. 2.1. An earlier draft of this paper an unnamed referee, and to Mark Edwards for his 

was delivered at the conference of the International generous interest and stimulating conversation. 
Plutarch Society held at the Canadian and American 2 D.S. xvii 97.3: 
Schools of Classical Studies at Athens, 26th-28th June cSi -rap'c - e pi '. .i i-c- *i i- CTCo)66is o Trapaso6cos TOIS 0EoTs ?ucrEv dos layic- I987. I am most grateful to the Society and to the r ri r * -IL r " TOuS tK~T}E\vy'cs KivSOvous Kai Tpos wTrOTalov 
organisers of the conference. I owe a special debt to Dr O , Kp6S TOTaO 

C. B. R. Pelling and Mr E. L. Bowie, whose perceptive 6po AXiAei biaycaviapevos. 
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The description is indeed of Agamemnon-Helen says it in the Teichoskopia. Later in the 
section we find another Achilles comparison. 

Kai TIVOS aOvJTCOl TCOV EyXCopicoV Tvroo(aOCOEVOU T11V TTapiSoS AXipav Ei pouAoi Tro SCoaEv 

'oSEv' Eqp1 TrflS EKEIVOU Seopat' TrlV yap 'AXlAcos KXKTaCIIC, Tpos 1v KKeiVOs avETTajETO 

aelSE s' &pa KMECa avSpov (II. ix 189)' 

r T 6 ndapios TracvTCOS puaaKiqv riva Kai iAE\iav cappoviav EpcorTKOITS EaXAE pEolECi.' 

At 343ab we find a more elaborate system of comparisons: Alexander is more self-restrained in 

dealing with his female captives than Agamemnon, more magnanimous to Darius than Achilles 
was to Hector, more generous than Achilles because he enriched even his enemies, whereas 
Achilles accepted gifts from his friends in compensation after his anger had passed, more reverent 
than Diomedes and more deeply mourned by his relatives than Odysseus, for Odysseus' mother 
died of grief, but the mother of Alexander's greatest enemy loved him so much that she chose to 
share his death. 

We should notice two points here: firstly, that there are two points of comparison with 

Achilles, one with each of the other heroes; secondly, that although this type of comparison is a 

commonplace of encomium, particularly when the subject of the encomium claims to be related 
to a hero like Achilles or to a god,3 at 343ab the scale of the passage and the detailed references to 
the poems perhaps suggest a more conscious identification with the heroes as they appear in the 
Homeric epics. 

Plutarch's source for Alexander's love of Homer is presumably Onesicritus. It is interesting 
that, although most Onesicritus material is treated more lightly in the Life than in the de 
Alexandri Magni, notably Onesicritus' picture of Alexander as the philosopher man of action, the 
material on Alexander's love of Homer and literature generally is given just as much weight.4 

Since Alexander's association with Homer was well-known, and since he does seem to have 

encouraged such Iliadic parallelism,5 and since a certain encomiastic strain inherent in epic 
poetry encouraged such comparisons to become well-rooted in the later encomiastic tradition, it 
comes as no surprise to find Plutarch developing and exploring the epic dimension of Alexander 
in the Life. It is considerably more unexpected to find him introducing tragic atmosphere as a 
counterbalance to the epic view, as I would argue he does. This may seem surprising because, as 

Phillip de Lacy has pointed out ('Biography and tragedy in Plutarch', AJP lxxiii [1952] 159 f.), 
although tragedy obviously has an important place in Plutarch's literary background, allusions 
to it usually imply an adverse moral judgement and in literary contexts it is used as a term of 
censure in his writings.6 This view is associated with Plutarch's Platonism, as de Lacy has 

3 Compare for example Theocritus xvii 53 if.: 

'ApyEia Kua(voqpu, aoit aoopvov Aiopil6Ea 
pliayopEva TuS6i TEKEs, KaXAucbviov &avpa, 
&?Xaa OEE'TI5 paKO? S aaKoVTL'Tacr 'AxitXAa 
AiaKiSai nrlAql. CE ' 

a(iXprTar TT nropEAlE 
aiXpln-rTl nTToXEEpaiCOI hpi3rikos BEpEviKa. 

4 A. Momigliano, The development of Greek biogra- 
phy, Four Lectures (Harvard 1971) 82-3 shows the 
importance of accounts of education to Greek biogra- 
phy, and this may explain Plutarch's selection of 
material. But in that case it is perhaps surprising that he 
did not make more use of Onesicritus in the early part of 
the Life: cf. J. R. Hamilton, Plutarch, Alexander: a 
commentary (Oxford I969) lvii. 

Onesicritus' cos 'AAMoavSpos i'x0Q is paralleled by 
the 'AAEOav8pou aycoyi of Marsyas of Pella, another 
companion of Alexander. 

5 This cannot of course be deduced simply from the 
de Alexandri Magni but the conjunction of Diodorus and 
Arrian is convincing. 

6 Plutarch and tragedy: the material is false: de Aud. 
Poet. I6a-I7e passim; tragedy contrasted with historical 
truth: Theseus 1.3-4, 2.3, 15.2, I6.3-4 (cf. Plato, Minos 
318de, 32oe-32Ib); cf. Romulus 8.9. Theopompus 
condemned as 'tragic' for giving a false account: 
Demosthenes 21.2; Phylarchus ditto, cf. Themistocles 
32.4; Herodotus, cf. de Mal. Herod. 870c; Ctesias, 
Artaxerxes 6.9; others, cf. Alexander 75.5. Also of 
philosophical arguments: de Pyth. Or. 399e-400c; Adv. 
Col. i119c, 1123b. 

The audience is deceived: de Aud. Poet. I5cd, I6a- 
I7c, esp. I7c. So are the poets: I7d. Tragedy= pretence: 
in philosophy Mor. 528bc (de genio Socratis), 724d 
(Quaestiones Conviviales); in wild stories Mor. 926c (de 

facie in Orbe lunae) cf. Lucullus 11.2; putting extra 
tragoedia in oracles cf. de Pyth. Or. 407b. 

The actor pretends: Mor. 5oe (Quomodo Adulator ab 
Amico Internoscatur): cf. Ps.-Plut. de Liberis Educandis 13b; 
Non posse suaviter vivi I 02b. 

Against actors: cf. Sulla 2.3-4, 36.1; Galba I6.3; 
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shown.7 
A distinction needs to be made, however, as we shall see, between the sensationalism of so- 

called 'tragic history' which Plutarch dislikes so much and the sustained tragic patterning and 

imagery which is a perfectly respectable feature of both biography and history. Plutarch himself 
not infrequently chooses to characterise some of the subjects of the Lives and their actions by 
using such tragic imagery: Dionysius, Pompey, Lysander, Antony, and Demetrius are 
examples.8 Some of these we will discuss more fully below. De Lacy comments: 'Plutarch's 
tragic figures are not his great heroes, such as Alexander and Epaminondas; they are his villains: 
the elder Dionysius, Antony, and Nero.' As I hope will become clear, this is an inadequate 
description of the way in which Plutarch uses tragedy. Central to the Alexander is the tension, 
first made explicit as early as 4.5-8 (an important passage), between Alexander's hot temper and 
his self-control;9 his e0u6s is the source of great achievements, but also of disaster, when, 
combined with heavy drinking, it breaks down his acoppoavOvl. Plutarch often chooses to 
illustrate this tension by interweaving and contrasting epic and tragic elements throughout the 

Life.10 In short, I would argue that in the Alexander Plutarch is interested not only in what 
Alexander does, but in what he does to himself, and that just as he may use epic colouring to 
chronicle Alexander's great deeds, so he also uses tragic colouring to delineate the darker side of 
Alexander's character. 

In putting forward this argument we shall encounter one fundamental methodological 
problem: identifying and distinguishing 'epic' and 'tragic' tone. Since antiquity the intimate 
nature of the connection between tragedy and epic has been recognised. 11 Aristotle in the Poetics 

lays great stress on it: cf: I448b34-1449aI, I449b9-20, I456aio-i9, I459b-I460a5, I46ib26 ff. 
However, Aristotle also makes it clear that there is a difference between the two: this is perhaps 
most clearly formulated at I449bI6-20: 

rprT 5' Ea-ri Ta (. LV TaTrda, Tr i&8va TS TpaycoiSias- SorrEp OaTlS TrEpi TpaycAliias oT6e 

aTrou6aiaS Kai qpavAirs, oT5e Kai Trrepi ETrCOV & pEV yap Tro-rrolia EXEI, vTTapXEl TIlt 

-rpaycoiiai, & 6E oUT-rl, ou Trav-ra Ev Til ETroIrolial. 

Apophthegmata Laconica 22f (cf. Agesilaos 21.8); Solon 

29.7; Demosthenes 28.3-29.7; An Seni Resp. 785a. 
Tragedy=madness and anger: de Cohib. Ira 462b 
Tragedy vs. philosophy Mor. 545f; = naughty stories 

de Aud. Poet. 27f. 
Cf. also A. E. Wardman, Plutarch's Lives (London 

1974) 168-79. 
7 Art. cit. 167-8. For Plutarch's Platonism in general 

cf. eg. R. M. Jones, The Platonism of Plutarch (Diss. 
Menasha, Wisconsin 1916). 

8 Deception= 'constructing a tragic machine', cf. 
Them. Io.I; Lysander 25.2, 26.6; Numa's meetings with 
the Muses etc. a 'drama': Numa 8.Io; cf. Marius and the 
Syrian prophetess: Marius 17.5. 

Pomp and circumstance to deceive the eye: Aratus 
15.3 'tragedy and scene-painting'; Pompey 3I.Io; Nicias 
21.1; Lucullus 21.6; de Cupid. Div. 527ef, 528b. 

Tyrants and tragedy: Demosthenes 22.5 (cf. de Alex. 
Mag. 337d); Lucullus 21.3; Poplicola 1o.3; Antony 54.5 
(cf. de Alex. Mag. 329f: Persian dress 'tragic'). Nero: 
Quomodo Adul. 56e: cf. also Galba 14.2-3; Quaest. 
Conviv. 7I7c; Pelopidas 34.1; Quomodo Adul. 63a; 
Praecepta Rei p. Gerendae 823e. 

Opposition of tragic to military: Eumenes 2.2; Otho 
5.8. 

Tragic calamities: QC 714e; Galba 1.7-8, I2.5; 
Crassus 33 passim, esp. 33.7; Marius 27.2; Pompey 9.3-4. 

9 4.5-8 (Plutarch is speculating as to the cause of 
Alexander's pleasant body-odour: he concludes that the 

Kpaa&s of Alexander's body was responsible, -rroAiOep- 
poS oioa Kal TTrupcobS, and continues by saying): 
'AAXiavSpov 5' 'i 6EPP6Tnr s TOJ CocbparoS cbD EOIKE Kai 
TTOTIKOV KaCi eUJOEI6f TraTPEIXEV. 

"ETI 8 OVTOS auTroi Trrat6S 1' TE acC opooCuvr SIE(pai- 
VETO . . . 

This passage is heavily influenced by philosophy: it 
refers to Theophrastus' de Odoribus and is akin to such 
works as the Airs, Waters, Places, and OuvOEITIS is a 
Platonic word: cf. Rep. 375c, 4I IC, 456a. As Wardman 
has pointed out (A. E. Wardman, 'Plutarch and 
Alexander', CQ n.s. v [1955] 96-107), evuos and ira are 
frequently cited in Hellenistic philosophy (for example 
by Plutarch himself in the de Cohibenda Ira, Mor. 458b) 
as denoting bad qualities, which Alexander is used to 
exemplify; though in the Life, as in epic and often in 
tragedy, Ovuos is more ambiguous. 

10 The alternation of motifs is a favorite technique of 
Plutarch's: one may compare the early chapters of the 
Antony, where Antony's military virtues are dwelt on 
alternately with his submissiveness first to Fulvia, then 
to Cleopatra. On this cf. the forthcoming commentary 
by C. B. R. Pelling. 11 For recent, perceptive accounts of this relationship 
cf R. B. Rutherford, 'Tragic Form and Feeling in the 
Iliad', JHS cii (1982) 145-60, and J. Gould, 'Homeric 
Epic and the Tragic Moment', in T. Winnifrith et al. 
(edd.) Aspects of the Epic (London I983). 



The remarks of Stephen Halliwell (The Poetics of Aristotle, translation and commentary [London 
1987] 8I) are helpful and perceptive; 'Epic poetry ... developed from the original impulse to 

portray and celebrate the actions of outstanding or noble men; but the essence of tragedy, both in 
its Homeric (my italics) and in its later Attic form, involves such characters in great changes of 
fortune, or transformations, which arouse pity or fear in those who contemplate them.' 
Halliwell is right to remind us that tragic feeling lies at the very heart of the Iliad: it is not by any 
means the exclusive preserve of Attic drama, but can be traced in Herodotus and, as Macleod 

pointed out ('Thucydides and Tragedy', Collected Papers [Oxford 1983] 140), in Thucydides: 
'... his theme, like the tragedians', is suffering on the grand scale, and ... like them, he is not 
afraid to represent it as the utmost of human experience'. Nonetheless, in the Alexander, 
theatrical imagery or a tragic quotation or an obvious reminiscence or quotation from Homer 

will usually be sufficient to pin down a passage firmly as 'epic' or 'tragic'. 
In the chapters following 4.5-8 the epic tone prevails: for example we are told that 

Lysimachus called himself Phoenix, Alexander Achilles, and Philip Peleus, and the taming of 

Bucephalas is narrated. Horse-taming is a very Iliadic activity: heroes are given the epithet 
i-rrTro6baoS, 'tamer of horses'. Achilles of course has divine horses, so it is appropriate that there 
should be something distinguished about Alexander's. In ch. 8 we hear more of Alexander's love 
of Homer: (8.2) 

Kai Tl' V pEV l c'IAda Tris TrTAEpI1KS apE'ris ?p68ov KaCi vopi3COV Kai 6vopd3cov, EAxE pev 

'Apcl-roTAXous 8lopOcbcavTos Tv EK TOU VdpO11KO KCaAoUalv, EiXE 8' aC'i pETa TOU 

EyXEipli8iou KEIEVTlV UTO TO 6TrpoaKEqaAalov, cS 'OvClaiKpITroS icTr6opnKE (FGrH I34 F 38). 

In the chapters describing the end of Philip's life the tragic tone is uppermost: in contrast to 
the campaigns at the start of ch. 9 we hear of acd E -repi T11V oiKiav TapaXai, the stuffof tragedy, 
Olympias' 3apu0uvia and Philip's drunkenness sketching the origins of, and foreshadowing, 
Alexander's own proclivities in these directions. Philip's drunken attempt to attack Alexander is 
a doublet of the death of Cleitus: here Philip stumbles, and the incident comes to nothing 
E6JTUxiai 68e KaTrEpou Cleitus dies 5uoTUxial TrIVI ... TO0 p3aaiAEcos. Philip's troubles arise 6la 
TOvS ya.&ouS Kai Tovs EpcA)Tas. The quotation from the Medea (288) 

TOV 86vTa Kai yllIavra Kai yapovLuivrlV 
attributed to Alexander is thus an apposite one to complete the mood: cf also eg. Med. 626 ff.12 

The destruction of Thebes is a display of Oueos (tempered by the story of Timocleia, which 

prefigures Alexander's chivalry to Darius' household): Plutarch suggests that Alexander forgave 
Athens IEaaTOS Cov 7|rl TOV evpOv, caTTrep oi AEOVTES (cf. Demosthenes 23.5). The simile must 
look back to the portent of Alexander's birth at 2.4 and is important for what follows, for lions 
are very much associated with Alexander as Dionysus.13 It is immediately followed by 13.4: 

6AcXos E Ka T 'rrEpi Kai TO pi roV pyov Ev ovc yEVOP6ivov, Kai TTV wrpos 'Iv8ous TCOV 
MaK6E6VCOV a'rroSeiAiaci, T raEp aTrEXA TflV aTpaTriav Kai Txv 586av auTou TrpoEpevcAv, 

ElS pIVIV a&vqye AIOVVUOOU Kai vEpiEiv. 

12 Eur. Med. 626 ff.: Serapeum and the frieze of the Great Altar of Perga- 
Epco'rTe UTrOp pev ayav mum. Lions are frequent on later sarcophagi depicting 
Xe0e6v-r OUK Euiot0iv Dionysus' Indian Campaign, either as part of his 

OU6' &pETrV wTrapEScoKacv triumph or drawing the god's chariot. 
cvSpoaaiv. Lions and Alexander: cf. Curt. Ruf. v 1.21 (A. fights a 

lion in Bactria) and viii 1.14 (he is given presents of lions 
13 Cf E. E. Rice, The Grand Procession of Ptolemy by the Babylonians). Lions are royal animals in the east. 

Philadelphus (Oxford I983) 112-3: Athenaeus 2OIf: A. hunts lions on the Alexander sarcophagus; a 
there were twenty-four extremely large lions in the Delphian statue of Craterus records that C. saved A.'s 
procession with statues of Alexander and Ptolemy. For life on a lion-hunt (FD I I [41 137). A. wore the lion- 
lions' role in Dionysiac cult cf. the lion in the Hellenistic skin as Heracles: Ath. 537f. 
Dionysiac procession in the dromos of the Memphian 
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This is the first of several connections between Alexander and Dionysus, always (with the single 
exception of I7.9, crowning Theodectas' statue in his cups) with sinister force. In the Life 
Dionysus comes to represent the traits in Alexander which lead him to take his most disastrous 
actions: his drinking and his temper.14 Olympias is also particularly associated with Dionysus: cf. 
2.9, 

i 8' 'OAuvuTTrias &uaAov iTEpcOV 3^iAckaaoa TS KaTOXdS, Kai TOjAS 6V9ovu7ia7uoCO S (i.e. the 

Orphic rites and the orgies of Dionysus) AEayovora ,Bapp3aplKcoTEpov, oi(iEs ueyaAouS 
XEIpoeEI6S Eq9iAKETo TIoTS iao'6oiS ... 

This special link with Dionysus constitutes a bold reinterpretation of the relationship between 
Alexander and the god: the Diadochi usually made te connection a complimentary one to 
Alexander and hence to his current royal successor: Dionysus is seen as the world-conqueror, the 
bringer ofjoy, rather than as the Dionysus of the Bacchae e of Euripides.15 Plutarch also makes a 
similar link between Dionysus and Antony in the Antony, with the same sort of effect. To those 
familiar with the Alexandrian identification, this view of Dionysus as a malevolent force in 
Alexander's make-up would have been very striking. 

The epic tone, as one would expect, is reintroduced with the beginning of the expedition 
and Alexander's arrival at Troy. The parallelism with Achilles is very strong here, with 
Alexander's reverence for Achilles' tomb and the anecdote about the lyres (I5.8-9), for which 
compare Mor. 33Id above. Coming at the very beginning of the expedition, this acts as a 
declaration of Alexander's heroic intentions: the pun on his name and Paris' helps to drive home 
the point. This Alexander will be as completely different from the mythological one as Achilles 
was: his preoccupations will be with glory and conquest; he will shun the pleasures of the palace 
and the bedroom with which Paris is particularly associated in Homer. The heroics in the battle 
of the Granicus should be read in this context (there is a similar arrangement in Arrian). I6.7 is 

significant: Alexander has wonderful armour like Achilles: 

fv 58 T-i TrE ATT)1 Kai TOU KpaVOVS Tili Xa(irli 6ia Trp6TrTS, AS eKaTrpcoOEV EiarTqKE1 1TTEpOV 

AevKOTrTTi Kai PE?yE1 eO aviaaCT6OV. 

In the incident of Philip the Acarnanian and the cup of medicine (ch. I9) we find the 

exception to the usual use of tragic imagery in the Life: for, as Plutarch depicts eauviaa-r'nv Kai 
eEaTpiKV v TflV 6Otiv of Philip reading the letter accusing him of trying to poison Alexander and 
Alexander simultaneously drinking the cup which may be poisoned, we find tragic imagery 
used to illustrate Alexander's best qualities, with admirable economy, in one action: Alexander's 
trust in his friends, his fondness for the grand gesture and his physical courage are all brought out. 
The scene is at once a fine exercise in the sort of character drawing described in 1.2-3 and simply 

14 The two are closely associated by Plutarch, as we 
have seen, at 4.7-8: they are seen as springing from the 
same natural cause. 

15 Clearly in the Bacchae both elements are present; 
but the terrifying aspect is uppermost in the end. 

For Alexander as Dionysus in Alexandria cf. Rice, 43, 
48 (Dionysus' Indian triumph in the light of Alexander's 
successes in the east), 67 (Alexander as new Dionysus 
following in the god's footsteps, identifying landmarks 
associated with the god. Cf Arrian v I.I ff., vi 28.I ff., 
vii 20.1 if., Ind. i I f, v 8 ff.). The key text is Athenaeus 
200d-20 Ic, the procession of Dionysus (cf. Rice passim, 
esp. 83-6 and P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 
[Oxford 1972] 202-6, 211): Alexander is more the hero 
of the procession than Dionysus. Dionysus in military 
contexts: cf. Eur. Cyc. 5 ff., Ba. 13-20. 

The Ptolemies connect themselves with A. through 
Dionysus: cf. the genealogy in Satyrus. The procession is 

'the indirect celebration of A. through the glorification 
of D.' (Rice). 

Rice sums up: (191-2) 'The importance of the 

emphatic presentation of Alexander as the Neos Diony- 
sos who followed in the footsteps of the god and 
succeeded as an equal conqueror in the east can hardly 
be over-estimated. These scenes from the Dionysiac 
procession give support to the claims that this picture of 
Alexander had an Alexandrian origin ... the Ptolemaic 
kings adopted and publicised this view of Alexander, 
and shared in the glory of this vision themselves through 
their claim to a blood-relationship with both A. and D. 
This in turn enhanced their position as the legitimate 
heirs of Alexander in Egypt and endowed them with a 
convenient legitimisation of the divine status of their 
dynasty.' 

Cf. also P. Goukowsky, Essai sur les origines du mythe 
d'Alexandre (Nancy 1978-8I) vol. II passim, esp. 79 if. 

For the similar link in the Antony, cf. esp. Ant. 24. 
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a tremendous stage-picture. Its economy and EvapyEia, realised particularly by the skilful 
narration in 19.4, fully justify the epithet OEarTplKiv.16 

As Alexander's successes mount up, we find more Homeric reminders-Lysimachus as 
Phoenix once again at 24.IO, and the placing of the Iliad in the precious coffer of Darius at 26.2 

leading into the dream of Homer telling Alexander to found Alexandria in the proper site at 
26.4-5. The 'arming scene' at 32.8-I I before Gaugamela certainly owes something to those in 
the Iliad, with its careful descriptions of the appearance of the armour and weapons, who made 
them and who gave them to the wearer: we may compare for example II. xi I6 ff. 

The burning of Persepolis (ch. 38), however, continues the theme of dubious deeds 
committed by Alexander while drunk. Dionysus is very much in our minds here: the palace is 
burned by a band of revellers KC1JCOI KaCi poil, with Alexander in a garland (38.5-6). The remark 
at 

23.1I 
iV 6E Kai '-rpOS olvov i -TTOV i' E86KEI Ka-TaaPEpriS, despite Plutarch's careful discussion and 

rejection of the extremity of the prevailing view in chapter 23, is not really borne out by his 
narrative. Once again, as after Thebes, repentance speedily follows: cf. 38.8. 

Alexander's relationship with his friends is carefully dwelt on throughout the Life (right 
from 5.4), and their difficulty in adapting to foreign ways forms a major theme. The 
transplanting of Greek plants by Harpalus at 35.15, with limited success (ivy will not grow in the 

wupcbrls Babylonian soil), is a metaphor for this. Chs. 47 and following skilfully sketch 
deterioriating relationships with what may conveniently be thought of as a series of scenes. They 
contrast with 40-42-Alexander's amazement at his friends extravagance-where one is only 
just aware of trouble on the horizon and the present is all sweetness and light. 

The affair of Philotas and Parmenio leads into the more traumatic episode of Cleitus, who, 
we remember, saved Alexander's life at the Granicus. Plutarch's introduction is extremely 
interesting: at first sight the affair is &ypicoTepa, he says, but if we consider T1'V arTiaV Kal TOV 
Kaipov, we see that it happened OtvK arro yvcbTrs, xaAa ucTVruxiat TLVI ... rTOu PaaiA?co0s, 
OpyliV Kai periv wrp6p9ac TO1I KEiTrcoi 8aipovi wrapaaTX6vTos (50.2). In other words both men 
suffered from forces beyond their control. One is reminded of Alexander's conviction that this 
incident was part of Dionysus' revenge for the burning of Thebes. This and the evil omen, the 
sacrifices ordered by Alexander (in vain) for the safety of Cleitus, and the sinister dream linking 
Cleitus and Philotas, and the fact that Cleitus goes to his final feast straight from his unfinished 
sacrifice all reinforce the impression that both men are caught in some inexorable divine plan, a 
favorite theme of tragedy, exemplified by the Oedipus Tyrannus. Of course it is not a theme 
confined to tragedy: historians may make use of such story-patterns too: cf. e.g. Hdt. i 35 ff., the 
story of Adrastus; but it is one particularly characteristic of it. The quarrel is reported with a high 
proportion of direct speech, which adds vividness. The climax comes when Alexander loses 
control: OUKrTI qEpcov T1rV opyhiv. Despite the precautions taken by Aristophanes, the pleadings 
of his friends and the reluctance of the trumpeter, and despite Cleitus' removal, the killing still 
occurs: the emphasis on the precautions taken intensifies the idea of inevitability: it happened 
despite everything that mortal man could do. Cleitus' re-entry and continued defiance, marked 
by the tragic quotation, seem to be so irrational as to be the work of his daimon. The terrible 
remorse which instantly follows the deed emphasises his horror and how alien it is to Alexander's 
true intentions and feelings: his attempt at self-destruction, his extreme grief, and the seer's 
reminder of 'rv rE O6tiv qv eTSs TrEpi TOU KAeierou, Kai TO crflEov, Cov bs Tr;Xkalr Ka0E6iaapeieVCov 
TOUTCOV (52.2), all reinforce the initial impression that here we are in the world of tragedy, with 
inexorable divine forces working on the characters of men to produce disaster which brings 
bitter regret. As in a number of tragedies, the gods work through the men themselves and their 
characteristics: in Alexander's case through his propensity for drink and his Oup6s. In tragedy 

16 It is perhaps possible that the use of eEorrptlK v here episode directly as tragic, as, after all, it does turn out 
rather than TpcxayK'v is significant, either because happily; if either of these possibilities is correct, then this 
Plutarch is thinking of another genre, mime, for is an exception which proves a rule. 
instance, or because he does not want to label the 
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Dionysus works on Pentheus' prurience, and Hera, Iris, and Lyssa on Heracles' great strength 
and force in the Heracles Mainomenos. It may well be no accident that the Cleitus episode, with its 

pattern of madness/murder-remorse-consolation is highly reminiscent of the Heracles: 
Heracles is of course Alexander's other ancestor and is closely associated with him.17 

A comparison between Plutarch's account of this incident and Arrian's is instructive: Arrian 
has no evil omens, no dream: Cleitus makes no unfinished sacrifice, though Alexander fails to 
sacrifice to Dionysus as is usual on that day. Arrian interrupts Cleitus' tirade with his own 
criticisms of Cleitus, and has almost none of Plutarch's elaborate precautions: Alexander's friends 
merely try to hold him back and fail. Cleitus' voluntary return is mentioned as an alternative 
version of Aristobulus, who, however, left the drinking bout without a context, according to 
Arrian. Cleitus does not use a tragic quotation. It seems very likely from this that Plutarch has 

carefully constructed his version from various sources to produce the maximum tragic effect. 
The consolations of the philosophers Callisthenes and Anaxarchus bring no real relief: for 

the narrative continues with the destruction of Callisthenes and the Pages' conspiracy which are 

brought about by too great reliance on the doctrines of Anaxarchus: his words at 52.6-7 are 

specifically said to have a bad effect on Alexander: TO 56 ieos EiS rroAXa XavvoTEpov Kai 

TrapavopCjTEpov 7-roiroC6V ... Kai TOU KaAAloeEvous T1V 6piAkiav ... TTpoaoiEIpaAE. 
As to Anaxarchus' actual words (also in Arrian), Dike is the -rrap8SpoS of Zeus as early as 

Pindar (01. viii 21 ff.) and Sophocles (OC 1381 ff.). But for the idea that the king can do no 

wrong we must turn to Hdt. iii 31 (of Persia) and to Creon in the Antigone: (666-7) 

&AA ov 6vToAIS T'7a?lE6, TOUSE XPpOi KAU?EIV 

Kai ac,lKpa Kai 8iKaia Kai TavavTia.18 

Plutarch transplants in time the downfall of Callisthenes and the Pages' conspiracy to act as an 
illustration of the deterioration in Alexander's morals (cf 6.5 i)-they really belong to the spring 
of 327. On the present arrangement the episodes grow organically one out of the other (Arrian 
too saw the benefits of this plan and also adopted it, apologising for the change at iv 14): 
Callisthenes is first played off against Anaxarchus in the aftermath of the death of Cleitus: his 
character is then developed. He is represented as an honest, upright and independent, if rather 
irritating, character. Plutarch's portrait of him is far more favourable than Arrian's, who calls 
him crraypolKOTEpov and refers to his v(3pis Kai aKalioTis and his iKaipos Trapprlaia Kai 
UTrEpOyKOS aATEpia (iv , 2.6-7). 12.6-7). The episode of the speeches (ch. 53) does not show 
Alexander in a good light, for it is by his request that Callisthenes speaks against the Macedonians 
and alienates both them and Alexander himself. The quotation from the Bacchae which 
Alexander applies to Callisthenes is by no means really complimentary: it is from Teiresias' 

speech to Pentheus (and thus indicates an interesting role-reversal when it is put into Alexander's 
mouth in this context) and continues: (278) 

CaU 6' eJTPOXOV pv yAcoaav coS (ppovcov EXEIs 

EV TOIS Aoyoioi 5' OIJK eVEICi Caot (ppevES. 

17 Most frequently in art, for example on his coins, Alexander kill'd his friend Cleitus, being in his ales and 
and on the Alexander sarcophagus. his cups, so also Harry Monmouth, being in his right 

Shakespeare (Henry Viv vii) makes Fluellen compare wits and his good judgments, turn'd away the fat knight 
Henry's rejection of Falstaff with the death of Cleitus: with the great belly doublet; . . . 

Alexander-God knows, and you know-in his rages, 18 For discussion on Plutarch's views on ruler-cult cf. 
and his furies, and his wraths, and his cholers, and his . Scott, 'Plutarch and the Ruler Cult', TAPA lx(1929) 

moods, and his displeasures, and his indignations and 117-35; G. W. Bowersock, 'Greek Intellectuals and the 
also being a little intoxicates in his pramns, did, in his ales Imperial Cult in the Second Century AD, Entr. Hardt. 
and his angers look you, kill his best friend, Cleitus... xix (I972), esp. i87-90; . R. F. Prce, Rituals and Power 
I speak but in the figures and comparisons of it; as (Camb idge 1984) 116-7. 
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The story of the kiss (ch. 54) confirms Callisthenes as the proud philosopher, Alexander as 
the demanding monarch. The treatment of the Pages' conspiracy, far less detailed than Arrian's 
account, keeps Callisthenes rather than Hermolaus and the boys in the forefront of our minds, 
and it is his fate that is dwelt on rather than theirs. His miserable end is immediately contrasted 
with that of Demaratus and his magnificent funeral: we are reminded that Alexander can be 

loyal and generous to his friends. 
The expedition into India moves into the epic sphere again after these dark interludes: 

Alexander's courage is to the fore, contrasted with the cowardice of Sisimithres in 58. His 

generous behaviour to Taxiles and Porus recalls his earlier munificence: the death of Bucephalas 
and the dog Peritas remind us of his gentleness. Then there is his Achillean withdrawal into his 
tent in protest at his soldiers' reluctance to advance and his relenting to their pleas. The climax of 
this epic phase of the narrative is of course the battle in the Malli township, where he leapt from 
the wall into the melee: Tlvagavbvou 65 TO-IS oTrAkoiS, sEboav oi Pappapoi aeAas TI Kai ypaaia 
wrp6 TOU aoAbJparos TpEpE6ail (63.4). (Cf also Mor. 343e.) 

This is surely to be compared with Achillles' appearance in the closing books of the Iliad, 

shining in his divine armour: cf. II. xix 375 ff.:19 note the repeated use of aocas (375, 379) and 
that the flashing light comes from the movement of the armour. Alexander is never more like 
Achilles than this, in his magnificent courage: it is a fine touch to mark the resemblance with so 

plain a reference to his Iliadic model. Arrian, too, makes such a reference, though, as one would 

expect, in less romantic fashion: 

8iG?oS pEv 9v 'AA?EavSpoS XCv T)V TE O6TvAcov TTrr l AiXairrp6OTT1i Kai TCr)l aTOxTrCA T_TS 

Tr6ops... 

he says at vi 9.5. 
The hardships of campaign and exploration are contrasted with the unlikely Bacchanalian 

revel in Carmania in ch. 67. We are not here concerned with its historical credentials: its function 
in the scheme of Plutarch's narrative is, I think, to introduce a darker phae of the Life. Dionysus, 
as we have seen, is scarcely a propitious deity for Alexander in Plutarch's account: it is ominous, 
therefore, to hear at 67.6: 

TO)i 5E aT-aKTcol Kai 1TETrAaVrpEVcol T-fS iTopEias TrapErEiTo Kai Trailsla paKXlKrS U3ppECOS, 

COS TOU OOU -rrapovTOS aUTOU Kai CUprapaprovTos TOV KCPOV. 

Note aTaKTcol and TefrlTravrjitpVCA)i pointing the contrast between this and the usual military 
discipline and swiftness with which Alexander moves. 

Further, his public display of affection towards Bagoas, which we must be meant to contrast 
unfavourably with his earlier acoqppooduvri and his outrage in ch. 22 when Philoxenus and 
Hagnon offer him boys, occurs when he is drunk: 67.8 AEyETai 68E uEOJovTa auTov OEcopETv 

ayc7vas XopCov . . . 
Alexander's difficulties multiply in the next chapter: he has ignored the advice of the 

Gymnosophist Calanus in 6520 and spread his realm too far, and rebellion is rife (68.2-3). 
Troubles at Macedon, Oxyartes' death by Alexander's own hand, Abuletes' punishment (all in 

19 Homer, II. xix 375 ff.: 20 The Calanus-incident, and Alexander subse- 

~cb,, 8 T & , ' l aa v a qr quently ignoring his advice, is typical of a topos which 
coS 8 OT av EKxTrovTOlo 6SkaS vauTiniai oavTl& ' 

KaIoIevoIo T T. KafT . 9O goes back to Herodotus and (for example) Croesus' 
KatoP-voto oUpOS TO T? Ka-?E UieTati o'e' Opea4pi 

a T~a ,.i ,v , or. ,oS encounter with Solon (Hdt. 1 29-32); on the other hand, 
aTaOi c71,, despite Alexander's heedlessness of Calanus' counsel, 

avTo^vara tXOevTcx Apfcov ,cvE 9Epoua1v Plutarch obviously does wish to portray him as being TrovTov ?Tr' iXO6oEv-ra qiAav &vraCVE?Ue 4pOUCnV- 
o"s car1 'AXIA7vi^ioS As ai,a5 , 

, 
, ,KaV6 ,well-disposed towards philosophers, as we see from 7- CoS Tr' 'AXiXX?os Cra6KoS cEXaS alOp' h(aVcXE 

jos 5 oareo &Eipc(s 8, I4 and 64. There are certainly traces of Onesicritus in 

KpaA ,O pai8a7t i.ou- 6E eoripvas , TpU aauv 
a S 

64-5: Alexander philosophus is being hinted at here, and iKpaTr EuTo ppiapiiv i 8' a,rlp 'wo aoTTEapVTrEVpa 

ITF,Toupis TpuqpaAeTo, T ,EPTUoEIOVTO 8 e,Eipa lit is Onesicritus who visits the sophists in 65. 

XpUcrEai, &s "HatlcrTos tEt AO6ov &pi9i OapEias. 
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ch. 68) are succeeded by the episode of Cyrus' tomb, whose inscription EiTraeij a(p68pa TOV 

'AAXEarvpov &rroiclaEv, Ev vcnl Xao6vra rTTV &a6'r6TrTa Kai perTap3oXfv: a distinctively tragic 
theme. Calanus' death and funeral, with its disastrous aftermath, follow: his prophecy that he 
would soon see the king at Babylon and the deaths from drinking at the funeral continue the 
feeling of impending doom. Even Alexander's marriage to Stateira scarcely lightens the tone; 
and the misunderstanding with the Macedonian veterans at 71.1 f., though it is resolved, is an 
unhappy incident. Arrian, we should note, gives the Macedonians less reason to complain by 
omitting the thirty thousand boys who in Plutarch are the cause of the trouble: vii 8-I I. 

The death ofHephaestion (ch. 72) after eating casseroled fowl and drinking 4uKT-rpa pEyav 
oivou while his physician was at the theatre and Alexander's mourning for him follow. Here we 
are irresistibly reminded of Achilles mourning for Patroclus: the destruction of the Cossaeans is 
an 4vaycriap6 for Hephaestion's shade (72.4), recalling Achilles' human sacrifice in II. xxiii I75- 
7. Here, it might be said, we have an example of an epic reminiscence being used to develop the 
darker side of Alexander's character. This is an exception, however, which proves a rule: Achilles 
in his mourning for Patroclus is very much a forerunner of the great tragic heroes, as Rutherford 

(art. cit. [n. 11] 145-6) has pointed out: we have a reference here to the most tragic part of epic. At 
the same time it is appropriate that here the ethos is not purely tragic: for Alexander's mourning 
for Hephaestion is not part of the self-destructive side of his nature in the same way that the 
murder of Cleitus is. 

The portents of Alexander's own death follow immediately on from this (contrasting 
bitterly with Stasicrates' elaborate plans for Mount Athos). The effect of the portents on 
Alexander is traumatic: 74. I aUTOS 5E TOJp6i KP I K sUcAYETr1S fjv TrpoS TO Oeiov f8rT Kai TrpoS TOS 

qiAous UlTOrrTOS. This was the man who drank Philip of Acarnania's medicine rpo94iucos Kai 

&vuvroTrTcos! Suspicion, fear and excessive belief in prodigies possess him: 75.1-2. The trusting 
man is paranoid, the brave man a prey to fear, the man who created his own portents (24.6-7) 
sees omens in the tiniest occurrence. The calamities of tragedy sometimes bring about similar 
collapses: Creon the 'hard man' crumbles quickly into submission in the Antigone; the strong 
man Heracles must be led away like a child, as he once led his own children, by Theseus; under 
the influence of the god Pentheus' puritanism gives way to the streak of prurience which was 
always in him. 

And it is Dionysus, once again, who dominates Alexander's death. 75.5, where Plutarch 
rejects some of the more romantic versions of Alexander's end (notably that found in Diodorus) 
is interesting (and very typical of the style of his criticism of tragic history elsewhere: cf note 6): 
he says: TaiTa rivEs COIOVTO 6EIV ypacPEiV C7oOTrEp Bpa'paos pEycaAou TpaylKOV E68iov Kai 

TrEpTrra0es -rrAaavaTEs. We shall have reason to mention the 'tragic historians' involved in a 
moment. The point of Plutarch's criticism of his sources here is not, I think, that they saw 
Alexander's life as a 8pa&i.a pya and he did not: Plutarch himself, as I have tried to show, 
thought it appropriate to illustrate Alexander's life by means of sustained dramatic patterning, as 
well as seeing matter for straightforward dramatic spectacle in it, for example in the Philip of 
Acarnania scene. The emphasis, I think, must be on TrAacaav-rEs: there was no need to fabricate a 
pathetic end to Alexander's life, says Plutarch: and he substitutes for the absurdities of the 'tragic' 
historians an account which far exceeds theirs in pathos and which has the additional merit of 
being true-or at least culled from the royal journals. The unforgettable picture of the soldiers 
filing past Alexander's couch far surpasses the fictions of the sources Plutarch has rejected. 

One should not pass from the description of Alexander's death without mentioning a very 
striking parallel from the end of the Demetrius, a life whose whole structure, as de Lacy notes, 
seems to be conceived in terms of a tragedy: at Demetrius' death we are told that the 
Macedonian Spapa is at an end. The more oblique link between Alexander and 8pa&a reflects 
the less schematised, more complex play which Plutarch makes with tragedy in this Life. 

For one cannot say simply that tragic colouring means automatically that Plutarch is 
'attacking' Alexander. It very often means that Alexander's darker side is to the fore, but the 
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theatrical imagery in the episode of Philip of Acarnania is used to pack some of Alexander's best 
qualities into one memorable scene. I use the word 'scene' advisedly, for as I hope has become 
clear, there are scenes in the Alexander: great set-pieces told with tremendous EvapyEia which 
more than anything else constitute the ingredients of the Ei6oTroiia described in chapter i. 

We must now consider tragic history, and whether we should be surprised to find Plutarch, 
its arch-enemy, apparently succumbing to its charms. The answer to this question, it seems to 
me, is that put forward by Walbank in his articles on the origins of tragic history:21 'tragic' 
history constitutes no more than a souping-up of the facts for a cheap thrill; although it 
sometimes made use of theatrical imagery, it has nothing to do with sustained tragic patterning 
in the sense in which it may be observed in the Alexander, the Demetrius, or the Antony, where it 
is also extremely important. There is no inconsistency in Plutarch's despising this debased genre 
and adopting the techniques we have observed perfectly deliberately in his own work for a 
serious artistic purpose. It is also possible that Plutarch considered that biography, with its 

greater concentration on individuals, was a more suitable genre in which to set up such patterning 
than history; hence his remarks at 1.2-3. 

Plutarch is sparing in this use of such tragic frameworks, however: he does not, for example, 
use it in the Caesar,22 which seems surprising: the tragic colouring in the Demetrius continues 
into the Antony. It seems clear that something about Alexander's career suggested that it would 
be a fruitful approach to take, and that Caesar's did not: Alexander was a patron of the arts and a 
lover of literature (4.6) and Caesar was not: and Alexander saw himself in epic terms and Caesar 
did not (the nearest he comes is Caesar I 1.2). But perhaps the most decisive reason was that tragic 
patterning could not fit in to Plutarch's conception of Caesar's downfall: for Plutarch, external 
factors destroyed Caesar, whereas internal forces worked on Alexander, as they did on 
Demetrius and Antony; Plutarch evidently felt it more appropriate to explain Caesar's end in 
terms of historical causation and politics, and Alexander's vicissitudes in terms of tragedy, epic, 
and divine wrath. Onesicritus gave Plutarch the epic strand and the general literary ethos of 
Alexander's life; the interweaving and balancing of epic and tragic is Plutarch's own original 
contribution to the tradition: individual versions of incidents are combined, where they exist, to 
produce the desired result: the elements may spring from others but the product is Plutarch's 
own. 

Possibly, too, Plutarch was inclined towards working with these tragic overtones by 
Herodotus' account of the Persian Wars, in which there are many tragic elements. The works 
cover some of the same geographical area, and in many ways Alexander's conquest of Persia is 
seen as a reversal of, and a reply to, the Persian attempts on Greece: hence Demaratus the 
Corinthian's remarks at 37.7. There are a number of Herodotean elements in the Life: the 
relationship of Amyntas and Darius recalls a number of wise but disregarded Greek councillors 
in Herodotus, for instance, and both works show careful Oriental colouring when dealing with 
Persian affairs. Above all, there is the episode with the statue of Xerxes at 37.5, where Alexander, 
seeing a fallen statue of Xerxes, deposed by looting soldiers, debates whether to set it up again: 

'-rrTEp6v ae' eT-T 'si& TT'V ETTi TOUS "EXArIvas aTparEiav KEi.EVoV TrrapEAcoApEv, 
' 81ia Th1V 

aAAriv PEyaAoqpocruvrTv Kai apETrqV EyEipcopEv;' TXos 8E TrwoUV XpOVOV wpOs EauT-rc 

yEvOILEVOS Kai alcoTracas, TrapiA0e. 

21 
Cf. F. Walbank, 'Tragic history: a reconside- There is a strong atmosphere of divine threat in the 

ration', BICS ii (I955), 4-14; 'Tragedy and History', last chapters of the Caesar (the many omens, the 
Historia ix (I960) 216-34, repr. Selected Papers ch. 15, accounts of how Caesar is nearly warned more than once 
224-41; C. B. R. Pelling, 'Plutarch's Adaptation of his of the conspiracy, culminating in Pompey's statue as it 
Source-Material',JHS c (I980) I27-40, esp. 132 n. 26; were presiding over his death), which could be seen as 
and D. A. Russell, Plutarch (London I972) 123. comparable to the handling of the Cleitus incident in the 

22 For Caesar destroyed by external factors, cf. Alexander; but this is never pinned down as tragic in the 
Pelling, art. cit. 136-7. He also notes how material on same manner: an important difference, I think. 
Caesar's personal (especially sexual) habits, extensively 
used elsewhere, is largely suppressed in the Life. 
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Xerxes, the tragic king who wept at the ephemeral nature of his great army in Herodotus (vii 
46), is presented in an encounter with Alexander, who,just as he later empathises with Cyrus (ch. 
69), silently ponders the fate of Xerxes. The episodes both form part of the large theme of the 
contact and conflict between Greek and Persian which Plutarch, like Herodotus before him, 
found fascinating. I do not find the idea that Plutarch had Herodotus in mind and wanted to 
elaborate and expand the intimations of tragedy in that author incongruous; as Russell has 

pointed out (op. cit. [n. 21] 60 ff.), Plutarch's indignation against Herodotus in the de malignitate 
Herodoti is distinctly artificial, and surely assumed for rhetorical purposes.23 

In no other prose author,24 though, are the poetic genres, tragedy and epic, used in so 

sophisticated and refined a way to illuminate the tensions within a character. This illustrates not 

only the different preoccupations of history and biography (Plutarch is concerned with 
Alexander's internal development more than with his external career, as he makes clear from the 

beginning) but also just how good Plutarch is at what he does: using the genres in this way 
Plutarch can produce an account of Alexander, that most complex of characters, which is one of 
the most memorable he ever wrote, rich in ambiguity, contradiction and irony and thus 

magnificently real. 

J. M. MOSSMAN 

Corpus Christi College, Oxford 

23 The handling of the material in the Themistocles use of stage-terms is extensive and complex. On this cf. 
perhaps supports this. J. W. H. Walden, 'Stage-terms in Heliodorus' Aethio- 

24 With the possible exception of Heliodorus, whose pica' HSCP v (1894) 1-43. 
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